Expert Systems for Teachers Series enrollee comments
Many positive comments have been received from enrollees in the Expert Systems for Teachers
Series of courses. The following are representative samples.
I just wanted to let you know that I received the AP Physics course material break and I will be
working on that to prepare for the exam. TODAY I received the Physical Science material and I
am DELIGHTED with it to help ease the rest of the year of teaching that course. It looks
spectacular and I am most grateful to have it since our school doesn't even have a textbook. I
nearly jumped for joy as I looked at it. I am a curriculum writer and have done research on
curricula at NYU and FSU and this is the type I write (my work has been in HS Biology and in
elementary science). Thank you so much. Laurie P. Callihan, PhD, Kathleen High School
(Biology major assigned out‐of‐field to teach AP Physics and Physical Science)
I Passed my FTCE/ESE Exam! I’m so excited! Thanks again for the and for recommending using
the study guide. That study guide did the trick; I focused only on the study guide. I read it from
the front cover to the back, and passed. Thanks!!!! Barbara Hagins, EBD Teacher, College Park
Elementary (Elementary Ed. major assigned out‐of‐field to exceptional students taking ESE
FTCE)
Thank you for all your help. I sat the FTCE exam and I have passed it, thanks to all the materials
you sent me. I used them in my classes and studied them extensively. Jeanann Baker, North
Marion HS
Comments: The following are comments received in conjunction with the survey conducted
among enrollees:

Expert Systems for Teachers Survey Enrolled Teacher Comments:
2014‐15 School Year
Response
Date

Survey Response Text
Teachers enrolled through the University of Florida or University of North Florida Divisions of
Continuing Ed.

06/09/15
06/09/15

This is a fantastic service to teachers. I found myself in a very stressful situation, and this program
helped me tremendously! I am very grateful for this opportunity!
Thank you for the help. It saved me a lot of prep time.

06/09/15
06/08/15
06/08/15
06/08/15

Very helpful in creating a framework for my class. Labs worksheets were very helpful. The
PowerPoint’s were a good starting point, but required an enormous amount of time to fill them
with enough content (and notes) to provide an adequate lecture. The exams were very helpful.
There were some questions that seemed to be very detailed but were not explicitly covered in the
PowerPoint’s. But it did save me a lot of time having a framework for the exam to work with.
Thank you!
Excellent
I would like to participate in more grant programs!

06/04/15

For a teacher overwhelmed with myriad obligations while trying to go above and beyond for
students, it was a great blessing to have this support and know it was always there to go above and
beyond for me as a teacher. Without question this outstanding assistance will translate into more
help for and production from my students. With great appreciation...

06/02/15

Thank you for the opportunity to complete this course. I do feel better prepared for the exam.
Again, thanks for allowing me to be a part of this program.

06/01/15
06/01/15
05/31/15
05/30/15

My contact person, Doug Matthews, was extremely helpful. He responded by email and it was
done very quickly.
Great program. I completed 4 Math courses. Please continue/expand program.
Overall the material was covered and very helpful!
The subject content was very helpful especially when preparing lessons.

05/30/15

This program is awesome for the further development of teachers and is such a support to the
needs that we have in our subject area

05/29/15
05/29/15
05/27/15

05/25/15

This program was very helpful. To me teaching civics, world and us history for the first time. Thanks
for eliminating most of the prep work for civics.
The course materials are comprehensive and user friendly.
Excellent program. Please continue/expand.
Really don't like that the deadline for the post test was changed to before our district was even out
of school. Was planning on completing after June 5th to prep for my cert exam while completing
post test

05/15/15

The whole program is a game changer. The materials are very good exciting, helpful and user
friendly. You just can't ask for more!
I love the program. Teaching Point classroom materials are awesome.
The materials provided are great. I just used them for bits and pieces since I was teaching AP
physics.

05/15/15
05/15/15

I truly appreciate the Florida Expert Systems for Teachers Grant Program. It's a great resource and
very useful program that I am highly recommending to any of my fellow colleagues/friends in need
of its expertise and/or services.
Best test prep ever! Thanks! May have to use you again in a year or so for the Math cert.

05/22/15
05/15/15

05/14/15

I appreciate the resources to prepare me to be a better educator for my student it was a helpful
tool necessary for achievement.
This program helped me to become a better prepared teacher and the impact shows in my
students' response to my knowledge of the content. This program has changed my life for the
better.

03/07/15

The study guide and materials were extremely helpful...I PASSED the FTCE...first try!!
Thanks for the grant! Much appreciated!

02/15/15

All of the resources are helpful towards my student’s understanding and development.

02/13/15
02/13/15

I was able to use the lessons daily with my students. The quizzes were quick and helpful.
The grant helps me immensely!

02/12/15
02/12/15

Paying for the test is helpful as teachers in my county are woefully underpaid and the test is cost
prohibitive.
This is a great program for teachers.

05/15/15

